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Abstract Malicious modification of integrated circuits in
untrusted design house or foundry has emerged as a major
security threat. Such modifications, popularly referred to as
Hardware Trojans, are difficult to detect during manufac-
turing test. Sequential hardware Trojans, usually triggered
by a sequence of rare events, represent a common and
deadly form of Trojans that can be extremely hard to detect
using logic testing approaches. Side-channel analysis has
emerged as an effective approach for detection of hardware
Trojans. However, existing side-channel approaches suffer
from increasing process variations, which largely reduce the
detection sensitivity and sets a lower limit of the sizes of
Trojans detectable. In this paper, we present TeSR, a Tem-
poral Self-Referencing approach that compares the current
signature of a chip at two different time windows to isolate
the Trojan effect. Since it uses a chip as a reference to itself,
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the method completely eliminates the effect of process
noise and other design marginalities (e.g. capacitive cou-
pling), thus providing high detection sensitivity for Trojans
of varying size. Furthermore, unlike most of the existing
approaches, TeSR does not require a golden reference chip
instance, which may impose a major limitation. Associated
test generation, test application, and signature comparison
approaches aimed at maximizing Trojan detection sensitiv-
ity are also presented. Simulation results for three complex
sequential designs and three representative sequential Tro-
jan circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
under large inter- and intra-die process variations. The
approach is also validated with current measurement results
from several Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA chips.

Keywords Hardware Trojan detection · Sequential
Trojans · Side-channel analysis · Self-referencing · Trust in
IC

1 Introduction

Due to global outsourcing of fabrication services to foreign
countries, there is an emerging security concern with inte-
grated circuit (IC) manufacturing, regarding potential mali-
cious modification during fabrication in untrusted foundry
[15]. Such malicious hardware modifications, also referred
to as Hardware Trojans, can give rise to undesired func-
tional behavior of a chip, for example, providing covert
channels or back doors through which sensitive information
such as cryptographic keys can be leaked, or simply mal-
function under certain circumstances. Besides tampering
the functional robustness of generic consumer electron-
ics, hardware Trojans can cause catastrophic consequences
during in-field operation of security-critical applications
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such as military, communication and national infrastructure.
Conventional structural and functional testing fails to reli-
ably detect these Trojans due to their stealthy nature and
inordinately large number of instances an adversary can
exploit [14].

Hardware Trojan circuits can be either combinational or
sequential in nature [13]. A combinational Trojan depends
on the occurrence of rare logic values at one or more
internal circuit nodes to trigger, while a sequential Tro-
jan acts as a time-bomb, exhibiting its malicious effect
after a sequence of rare events during long period of field
operation. Figure 1a shows a generic model for sequen-
tial Trojan. Examples of sequential Trojan circuits are k-bit
synchronous counter, as shown in Fig. 1b and Finite State
Machine (FSM) which is triggered by rare events in the
internal nodes of the original circuit, as shown in Fig. 1c.
Trojan activation condition is referred as Trigger condition,
while the node that can be affected when the Trojan is
triggered is referred as payload. The individual state tran-
sition conditions are referred as partial trigger conditions
(PTC). Another kind of sequential Trojan [27] with a pas-
sive payload, consists of a Linear Feedback Shift Register
(LFSR) which is used to leak the secret key in crypto-
graphic hardware by aiding side-channel attacks, as shown
in Fig. 1d.

Various hardware Trojan detection techniques have been
presented earlier, each of them having their own mer-
its and limitations. In fact, most of the techniques act as

complimentary detection mechanisms providing their
unique coverage for particular Trojan models. For exam-
ple, leakage current based Trojan detection schemes can be
extremely powerful for large sequential Trojans that con-
tribute significantly to the leakage power traces, whereas
logic testing-based schemes are suited for activating and
identifying the presence of small combinational Trojans
which can easily be missed in the process noise. Generally
speaking, side-channel based approaches are advantageous
in detecting sequential Trojans compared to logic testing
as they do not require functionally triggering the Trojan.
Instead of functional activation, triggering only the PTCs is
easier to accomplish, yet beneficial to side-channel based
techniques. However, most of the previous side-channel
approaches suffer from reduced sensitivity due to process
variations, and rely on a golden IC instance which is usually
hard to obtain. Procuring a golden chip may require destruc-
tive reverse engineering through decapsulation, delayering
and imaging of the chip [8].

There exists very few side-channel based post-fabrication
Trojan detection techniques that do not require a golden IC.
In [28] researchers are trying replace the requirement of the
golden IC by using golden parametric signature obtained by
combining trusted simulation model, parameters from die
or wafer kerf obtained by process control monitors (PCMs),
and advanced statistical tail modeling techniques. However,
the requirement of precise model of the process variation
makes the technique difficult. The idea described in [49]

Fig. 1 a Sequential Trojan
model and examples: b
Synchronous Counter, c Rarely-
triggered Finite State Machine
(FSM), d MOLES Trojan [27]
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could also be used as a golden chip free Trojan detection
technique assuming only some of the ICs would have the
Trojan. The technique involves recording the side-channel
signatures for a given set of input vectors which would help
define a Trojan infected signature as the outlier. However, if
all the ICs contain the same Trojan, the mechanism would
not be able to detect the Trojan. Besides, the effectiveness
of the method relies on the accuracy of generated signatures
which could be affected due to process and measurement
noise.

In [32] we proposed a novel side-channel analysis
approach referred as Temporal Self-Referencing or TeSR
for efficient detection of these Trojans. The proposed
approach can eliminate the effects of both die-to-die and
within-die process variations, as well as local noise induced
by other design marginalities. It also avoids the requirement
of a reference or golden IC to isolate Trojan effects by com-
paring a chip’s transient current signature with itself - but
at a different time window. Besides, unlike [49] the pro-
posed technique could detect the Trojan even if all the ICs
are infected with same Trojan. In this paper, we extended
our work in [32] in the following aspects: 1) We devel-
oped an algorithm to systematically generate TeSR test sets
to guarantee the effectiveness of the approach and improve
Trojan detection coverage; 2) We elaborated the analysis of
TeSR with respect to sequential Trojan types, and presented
a Design-for-Security (DfS) technique to facilitate TeSR
in testing against very hard-to-detect sequential Trojans;
3) In addition to validating TeSR on three large sequen-
tial IP cores, the effectiveness of the approach is proved by
comparing its Trojan detection capability with an intra-die
process calibration based approach; 4) Experimental val-
idation was conducted on a FPGA platform with Xilinx
Vertex-II XC2V500 device.

TeSR focuses on identifying the sequential Trojans,
which typically represent a greater threat than their combi-
national counterparts, since an intelligent attacker can take
advantage of few state elements to create a complex Trojan
with rare trigger conditions. The main insight on which the
work is based is that when a Trojan-free circuit is made to
undergo the same set of state transitions multiple times, the
transient current “signature” should remain constant over
different time windows. However, in a Trojan-infected cir-
cuit, the overall current signature varies over multiple time
windows for the same set of state transitions of the original
circuit, due to uncorrelated state transitions in the Tro-
jan. TeSR can be employed without process calibration of
golden chips, as it is performed independently for each IC.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only side-channel
analysis approach for Trojan detection that concurrently
offers the following advantages: 1) completely mitigates the
effect of die-to-die and within-die process noise (both ran-
dom and systematic); 2) cancels the effect of other design

marginalities; 3) avoids the need of having golden refer-
ence chip or a precise model of the process variation; and
4) detects a malicious modification even if all the ICs are
infected.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the related work in the field of Trojan detec-
tion and the scope of the proposed approach in compari-
son to other complementary approaches for hardware Tro-
jan detection. In Section 3, the temporal self-referencing
concept is illustrated with a motivational example which
indicates how TeSR overcomes the challenge of process
variations and other design marginalities. The main method-
ology is described in Section 4, along with details of test
generation and circuit characterization. Section 5 contains
the simulation results and experimental validation of the
proposed approach. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Background and Scope

2.1 Related Work

A detailed taxonomy of hardware Trojans and their detec-
tion mechanisms is presented in [42]. A common classi-
fication of Trojans [9, 13, 19] is based on the activation
mechanism (referred as Trojan trigger) and the effect on
the circuit functionality (referred as Trojan payload). Tro-
jans can be both combinationally and sequentially triggered.
Typically, an adversary would choose an extremely rare acti-
vation condition so that it is highly unlikely for the Trojan to
trigger during conventional manufacturing test. Sequentially
triggered Trojans (the so-called “time bombs”), on the other
hand, are activated by the occurrence of a sequence of rare
events, or after a period of continuous operation. The output
of the Trojan circuit can maliciously affect the functional-
ity of the circuit by affecting the logic values at its internal
nodes (payload) as shown in the above examples. Another
kind of Trojan which has a passive payload is used to leak
the secret key used in cryptographic hardware by aiding in
side-channel attacks. A classification of Trojans designed
for information leakage is presented in [21].

Traditionally, two types of hardware Trojan detection
techniques have been proposed in literature: (a) Logic-
testing based techniques and (b) side-channel analysis-
based techniques. Sequential Trojans can be extremely hard
to detect using logic testing approaches [14] because the
sequence of rare events required to cause all the state tran-
sitions in the Trojan, finally leading to the activation of its
payload, is highly unlikely to be satisfied during test-time.
Logic testing approaches depend on comparing the func-
tional behavior of a circuit under test (CUT) with that of
a golden or reference circuit. These approaches are usually
more effective for detecting combinational Trojans activated
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by rare values at the internal circuit nodes [42]. Further-
more, if the Trojan trigger mechanism is independent of
the circuit operations (e.g. Fig. 1b), logic testing techniques
become completely ineffective.

On the other hand, since side-channel analysis is based
on noting the Trojan effect on physical side-channel param-
eters such as current or delay, they can be very effective
in detecting large sequential Trojans. These approaches do
not require the Trojan to be completely activated and its
malicious effect propagated to primary outputs in order
to be detected. However, traditional side-channel analy-
sis approaches suffer from reduced sensitivity with ever-
increasing inter-die and within-die process variation effects
[11]. Though the Trojan circuit’s activity is reflected in the
supply current, the effect can be easily masked by pro-
cess noise, leading to false positive/negative decisions [4].
Hence, existing approaches tend to use process calibration
techniques with known set of golden ICs in order to obtain
the golden trend. Any deviation from the trend (beyond a
pre-defined threshold) signifies the presence of a Trojan
circuit.

In [36], the authors use current measurement from mul-
tiple ports along with calibration techniques and statistical
analysis to alleviate the effect of process and environ-
mental variations. In [31], correlations between multiple
side-channel parameters like transient supply current and
maximum operating frequency are used to identify golden
trend line which minimizes effect of process noise. Fur-
ther experimental analysis to study the effect of inder-die
and intra-die variations on Trojan detection sensitivity is
presented in [2, 26]. In [22], a formal extension of this
method to combine multiple modalities for Trojan detec-
tion is discussed. Region-based test vector generation [6, 7,
16, 39] has been shown to increase Trojan detection sensi-
tivity for large circuits. Besides, statistical test generation
for side-channel analysis has been proven to be effective
to amplify the Trojan’s side channel within a large design
[18]. Other methods include path-delay fingerprint calibra-
tion [19, 45], ring-oscillator based delay calibration [37, 48],
post-fabrication backside optical imaging [51], electromag-
netic emanation (EM) measurement [41], and gate-level
characterization [5, 34, 44] of leakage and delay parameters
for all gates in the original design under process varia-
tions for identifying presence of extra gates post-fabrication.
The novel approach of self-referencing for Trojan detec-
tion is first proposed in [16], where transient current of
two similar or dissimilar regions are compared. This idea
is extended to detect recycled chips and hardware Trojans
in [50]. In [47], self-referencing approach has been inte-
grated with delay based technique to compare path delays
between similar paths to observe Trojan-induced deviation.
The method eliminates the need of golden chips. However,

original netlist for test generation is needed. Furthermore, it
would be difficult to detect Trojans with negligible impact
on critical path delays.

Nevertheless, existing side-channel methods cannot com-
pletely mitigate the influence of process variations in hard-
ware Trojan detection since they depend on measurements
made from multiple ICs to compare and make the deci-
sion. In addition, all of the earlier approaches rely on the
availability of a set of golden ICs (usually obtained by
destructive testing of a sample of untrusted ICs) or com-
plete characterization of the golden design, which can be
of exponential complexity for large designs. Complemen-
tary to these approaches are run-time functional validation
approaches [3, 10], which require high design overhead,
but provide a last line of defense for identifying presence
of Trojans in mission-critical systems. Apart from run-time
functional validation, run-time thermal and power tracking
based side-channel analysis approaches are demonstrated
in [17, 20, 33] which usually come with area overhead or
requirement of thermal imaging equipment.

2.2 Scope of the Proposed Trojan Detection Approach

The temporal self-referencing approach is effective for
generic sequential Trojans, which are modeled as in Fig. 1a.
The state transition conditions (Cti ) are derived from com-
binations of rare internal node values (T1, T2, . . . Tn). The
Trojan causes a malfunction at its payload in state StT after
it goes through the state transition St0, St1, . . . StN . We can
assume without loss of generality that the Trojan FSM is
often confined to the states before StT during test-time,
otherwise it would cause a malicious effect at its payload,
and be detected by functional testing approaches [14]. This
accounts for detection of the combinational Trojans and
small sequential Trojans (very few states). We can also
detect large, distributed, sequential Trojans, which are very
likely to cause sufficient change in the side-channel parame-
ter like leakage current beyond the process noise [4, 31, 36].
The various challenges for non-invasive side-channel
approaches are presented in Fig. 2 along with their relative
scope. The attack model exploited in this paper assumes
trusted RTL design but considers Trojan insertion as possi-
ble in any stages of IC development after RTL design and
verification, given the various verification techniques and
phases in the front-end IC design, which can prevent Trojan
insertion by insiders to a large extent.

It is generally accepted that there is no silver-bullet solu-
tion which can detect Trojans of all possible sizes and types.
While the proposed TeSR scheme is suitable for sequential
Trojan attacks of various forms and sizes, it provides distinct
advantage for small sequential Trojans, which easily evade
logic testing and existing side-channel approaches due
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Fig. 2 Comparison of
challenges and scope of different
Trojan detection approaches

to process variations. Statistical logic testing approaches
[14] can be used as a complementary technique to TeSR
since they have high coverage for ultra-small combina-
tional Trojans which do not produce significant effect on a
side-channel parameter but can get triggered easily. The
only known limitation for the TeSR approach is due to
temporal variations induced by measurement noise, and
solutions to reduce their effect have also been discussed
here.

3 Motivational Examples

As a motivational example of self-referencing based
sequential Trojan detection, we simulated a 32-bit DLX
processor circuit (with ∼20,000 logic gates) in HSPICE
using 70nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) [35]. Test
vector sets are designed to fill the pipeline with repeated
“NOP ” or “ADD” instructions, causing controlled activ-
ity in one pipeline stage at-a-time. Multiple instances of
the processor were considered - non-infected and infected,
at different process corners, to demonstrate the existence
of time-invariant (but process-dependent) signature in each
non-infected IC. The Trojan circuit is a free-running syn-
chronous 8-bit binary counter (see Fig. 1b), which causes
malfunction when it reaches the maximum count value (i.e.
after 64 cycles of continuous operation), which is consid-
ered, for illustrative purposes, to be beyond the test appli-
cation time. The measured side-channel parameter is the

average transient supply current in each clock cycle. Due to
process variations, device parameters shift from their nomi-
nal values. Figure 3a shows the effect of process variations
on the transistor threshold voltage (VT ) and they can vary
due to inter-die variations as well as intra-die variations,
which can have both random and systematic components
[11]. The effect of process variations was simulated using
Monte Carlo simulations in HSPICE with ±20 % variations
in inter-die VT and intra-die variations having a standard
deviation (σ ) of 10 %. These variations can mask the effect
of an inserted Trojan circuit, as evident from the overlap in
the simulated average current distribution of the golden and
Trojan-containing circuits in Fig. 3b. The overlap is promi-
nent for large circuits with small Trojans, which makes
it difficult to choose a single threshold value to distin-
guish between infected and non-infected ICs, causing large
mis-classification errors.

For side-channel analysis based Trojan detection tech-
niques to be dependable, the effect of process variations and
design marginalities must be eliminated. We note that if we
compare the current signature for the same IC, when it is
subjected to the same test stimulus under the same experi-
mental setup but in different time windows, we can isolate
the temporal variations in Trojan current (if present). This
is because the recorded current trace over different time
windows consist of two components - (a) a correlated com-
ponent because of identical state transitions of the circuit,
and (b) an uncorrelated component due to the switchings in
the Trojan circuit.

Fig. 3 a Circuit-level parameter
variations can be due to inter-die
or intra-die variations in device
parameters. b The effect of
process variations on the average
transient current can mask the
effect of a Trojan circuit
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Fig. 4 Effectiveness of
temporal self-referencing in
detecting Trojans even amidst
process variations

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 4a shows the cycle-by-cycle average transient cur-
rent trace of the DLX circuit for two windows, where it
was repeatedly brought to the same state and made to go
through the same set of state transitions. The current trace
corresponding to the state transitions can be clearly dis-
tinguished by its repetitive nature, and forms a “current
signature” for this state transition sequence, as seen in the
bottom plot of Fig. 4a, where the current signatures from the
two windows are superimposed on each other. In Fig. 4b,
the current signatures for the same two windows are plot-
ted for a non-infected die at a different inter-die process
corner. Process variations cause considerable change in the
golden signature from chip-to-chip, but the signature for the
same IC instance remains time-invariant. The same effect
holds true even under intra-die process variations, as seen
in Fig. 4c. Now, let us consider the current signatures for
a Trojan-infected DLX circuit in Fig. 4d. Since the Trojan
state machine undergoes a set of state transitions uncorre-
lated to the original circuit, the current trace in the two time
windows differ substantially. This example motivates the
use of temporal self-referencing as a high-sensitivity Trojan
detection scheme.

4 TeSR Methodology

Figure 5 illustrates the basic concept of the proposed Tem-
poral Self-Referencing (TeSR) hardware Trojan detection
approach. First, the FSM in the original circuit is excited

to go through a sequence of states SD1, SD2 ... SDn for the
purpose of Trojan detection, which is called Test trial #1.
These state transitions are triggered by specifically derived
test patterns ({Vtest }) that can maximize Trojan circuitry
activity. Therefore, certain Trojan FSM transition can be
expected to take place. In this example, a single transition
of Trojan FSM is assumed for the sake of simplicity. When
the original FSM reaches state SDn, another set of test pat-
terns is applied to bring the FSM back to state SD1, during
which the Trojan FSM can have zero or more transitions.

Fig. 5 Basic concept of TeSR
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Without loss of generality, we use ST 3 to denote the Trojan
FSM state after re-initialization, where ST 3 is not necessar-
ily different from ST 2 but expected to be different from ST 1.
At this point, {Vtest } is applied again to excite the origi-
nal FSM to traverse the same sequence of states SD1, SD2

until SDn, which is denoted as Test trial #2. During this
process, the Trojan FSM can have certain state transitions
starting from ST 3, which would be different from its transi-
tions in Test trial #1 given the fact that ST 3 is not the same
as ST 1. Transient current IDDT is characterized for each
clock cycle during Test trial #1 and Test trial #2. Compar-
ison is then performed between the two trials. The original
circuit will exhibit exactly the same switching activities in
the two trials, given the same initial state and the same set
of test patterns. However, since the Trojan FSM starts from
two different states in both test trials, the state transitions
as well as combinational logic switching will be different,
leading to different IDDT . Therefore, if there is any differ-
ence between the measured IDDT of the circuit under test
during the two test trials, one can infer that it is caused by
a sequential Trojan. The underlying assumption is that Tro-
jan FSMs will have a state transition diagram uncorrelated
with that of the original circuit FSM; otherwise the Trojan
can be detected easily with logic testing. The major steps
of TeSR methodology are shown in Fig. 6. It involves both
test generation and current measurement-based circuit char-
acterization. Starting with the set of generated test vectors,
input vectors are applied to take the circuit to each of the
starting states Sinit of the pre-determined test trials. Once

Fig. 6 The major steps of the TeSR for Trojan detection

the circuit is in a desired starting state Sinit , a correspond-
ing set of test vectors {Vtest } are applied which take the
circuit through a fixed set of state transitions in order to pro-
duce the characteristic current trace. The current signature
is computed by taking the average of the transient current
waveform for each cycle. The difference metric for com-
paring the current signature of two windows is taken as the
Euclidean distance between the two current signatures. If
one or more of the current traces differ from the average cur-
rent trace over multiple windows by a pre-defined threshold
to account for the temporal measurement noise, the IC is
inferred to contain a Trojan. This technique is repeated for
various test sets starting from different states Sinit in order
to ensure detection coverage of different kinds of possible
Trojan instances.

The recorded current traces might have small, random
temporal variations due to transient measurement noise,
supply voltage fluctuations or temperature variations. The
effect of these noise components can be minimized by
maintaining stable experimental conditions during testing.
Also, random measurement noise can be largely eliminated
by averaging the transient current waveform over multiple
measurement runs which have to start from power-on reset
in order to ensure that the Trojan circuit is also re-initialized.
The pre-defined decision threshold also determines to some
extent the limit of the detection efficiency of the proposed
approach. For ultra small Trojans, the variation in current
signature might fall beneath the noise floor. However, the
detection sensitivity can be increased by using previously
proposed approaches, like region-based test generation [6]
and use of measurements from multiple supply pins [36]
in order to decrease the background current and increase
Trojan detection sensitivity.

4.1 Test Generation

The test generation procedure is divided into two parts.
First, a statistical test pattern generation approach MERO
[14] is applied to generate sets of test patterns (corre-
sponding to the test trials) that can maximize the Trojan
circuitry activities. MERO basically identifies low prob-
ability conditions at the internal nodes of a circuit and
models candidate Trojans that could be triggered by a
subset of these rare conditions. As an output, MERO gen-
erates a set of test vectors that can excite these rare
nodes individually to their rare condition, multiple times,
which guarantees switching activity inside a Trojan cir-
cuit while achieving around 85 % reduction in test length.
After MERO is applied, reachability analysis is performed
on the FSM of the original circuit to identify transition
paths which bring the FSM back to the first state of each
test trial.
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The detailed steps of the test generation procedure is
provided in Algorithm 1. First, reachability analysis is per-
formed on the original FSM to identify states which can
seldom be reached (in terms of number of paths) by other
states (step 1, 2, 3). These states are not suitable to be used
as the first state of a test trial. In particular, step 1 performs
a reachability analysis on the original circuit FSM to iden-
tify all paths between every state pair. Here v represents the
complete information of the path starting from state Ss and
ending at state Se, which contains all intermediate states on
the path and input vectors to trigger each intermediate state
transition. In step 2, the identified paths are grouped accord-
ing to the destination states Se. These destination states are
to be used as the first state for MERO test trials. The groups
are then sorted in descending size (step 3), where a larger
size indicates Se that can be reached through more paths.
Only the first several destination states are selected as the
candidates to apply MERO sets from, in order to guaran-
tee a good chance of re-initializing the FSM. These states
form the MERO intial state set {Sinit }. The aim would be to
obtain a set of starting state that guarantees the chances of
reinitialization from many different states. This facilitates
testing of original FSM using different paths. Furthermore,
multiple different initial states also diversifies the possi-
ble paths that could be explored. A Trojan could mimic
the original FSM for certain paths, but to be able to fol-
low the original FSM for all possible paths within different
initial-reinitializing state pairs, the Trojan would have to be
extremely large.

Next, in step 4, MERO vectors are generated and applied
from each element S0 in the optimal initial state set {Sinit },
and the corresponding end states SF are recorded. Note that
in the test generation procedure, attention is only paid to
the logic activity of the circuit; while the transient current
signature is only captured in the signature characterization
phase. Next a search is performed within the reachability
database for elements p = {SF , S0, vi}, where vi represents
a generic path. If there is no such a path, it means the current

initial state S0 is not reachable by the end state of the current
set of MERO vectors. Then the current MERO set is aban-
doned for this S0. However, this does not mean the MERO
set cannot be applied for other elements in {Sinit }. If a sin-
gle path p = {SF , S0, vi} exists in the reachability database,
the end state of MERO vectors can be brought back to S0
through p. And the entire TeSR test set can be expressed as
{VM, v, VM}, where v stands for the test vector sequence to
realize transition path p.

In fact, the procedure of re-initializing and re-applying
MERO sets can be repeated multiple times to increase
the chance of capturing Trojan circuit activities during the
repetitive MERO tests. As stated before, the basic require-
ment to guarantee the effectiveness of TeSR is different
initial states of Trojan FSM when repetitively applying
MERO test sets. Upon satisfaction of this requirement, the
circuit IDDT signatures will vary among multiple test trials,
and the difference can contain combinational and sequen-
tial switching components. In particular, if Trojan FSM state
transitions only occur during the re-initialization procedure
and not in the test trials, the captured IDDT discrepancy
would be only due to different switching of the combina-
tional next-state logic. And the amount and distribution of
the discrepancy depend on to what extent and in what fre-
quency the MERO sets can trigger the Trojan activity. On
the other hand, if the Trojan FSM have state transitions
within the test trials, the IDDT difference will be partially
contributed by the sequential switching and can be much
more significant. Repeating the MERO sets along with the
re-initialization test vectors multiple times can improve the
probability of Trojan FSM state transition during both pro-
cedures by statistically increasing Trojan circuitry activities.
This will lead to a more remarkable IDDT difference, hence
improve the chance of Trojan detection.

The algorithm for performing reachability analysis based
on breadth-first traversal is explained in Appendix A. While
reachability analysis is widely used in formal methods, it
may face state space explosion for very large designs. Nev-
ertheless, highly efficient approaches have been developed
to reverse engineer a state machine from the gate level
netlist [29, 40]. The reachability information could be easily
obtained from the extracted state transition graph. Besides,
[40] proposes an automatic test pattern generation (ATPG)
based FSM extraction technique to generate the state tran-
sition graph from the gate level netlist. Even if none of the
above mentioned methods work, the designer can use the
paths from the partially extracted state space information,
since all possible paths are not required for executing the
side channel experiment. If appropriate reinitializing paths
are not found within the partially extracted state space, the
designer can even integrate dummy transition paths as an
alternative.
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4.2 Circuit Characterization

From the generated test vector set, a sequence of test vectors
are applied which takes the circuit to the state Sinit , followed
by the set {Vtest } that makes the circuit go through a fixed
set of state transitions in order to produce the characteristic
current trace. The current signature is computed by taking
the average of the transient current waveform for each cycle.

The difference metric for comparing the current signa-
ture of two windows is taken as the point-wise Euclidean
distance between the two current signatures. If one or more
of the current traces differ from the average current trace
over multiple windows by a pre-defined noise threshold,
the IC is inferred to contain a Trojan. This pre-defined
noise threshold value can be obtained by taking multiple
current measurements with constant activity (reset state)
to characterize the background noise in the measurement
setup. However, unlike other side-channel Trojan detection
approaches, we do not require one or more golden ICs to
determine the threshold.

4.3 Trojan Detection Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a simple side-channel approach based
on comparison of measured physical parameter I can be
defined in terms of various noise effects and different cal-
ibration techniques. For example, in a simple side-channel
approach, considering ideal situation with no noise, any
golden circuit is expected to have the measured parameter
value as Iorig . The deviation introduced by an extra Tro-
jan circuit causes the measured value for an infected chip
to be IT = Iorig + �IT . The sensitivity, in the absence of
noise, is proportional to �IT and inversely proportional to
Iorig . Now, with the presence of measurement noise Inmeas

and process noise, Inproc , the measured values of the non-
infected circuits can vary from Iorig by Inmeas + Inproc .
The process noise Inproc is a time-invariant constant which
affects different ICs differently. It can further be decom-
posed to contain inter- and intra-die components, with the
intra-die component having systematic and random sub-
components. The measurement noise Inmeas has a temporal
variation (due to temperature and other factors) for the same
IC and a dc offset due to measurement circuitry. Consid-
ering the simple side-channel analysis approach, sensitivity
can be defined as:

Sens = IT − Iorig

(Iorig + In1) − (Iorig + In2)
= �IT

�Inmeas + �Inproc

.

Existing side-channel approaches tend to perform pro-
cess calibration by using normalization (or process-corner
estimation) and measurement noise calibration by averag-
ing over multiple measurements to get rid of random noise.

In order to get rid of inter-die variations and calibrate sys-
tematic intra-die variations, region-based approaches are
used where measurements from multiple power pins corre-
sponding to activation of distinct regions, help to compare
the measured parameter from the same IC under different
circumstances (self-referencing). By using a region-based
approach, one can also increase the sensitivity since the
Iorig value gets reduced and any noise which is proportional
to the measured value (e.g. process noise) gets reduced
as well. However, by using a temporal self-referencing
approach like TeSR, we can completely eliminate process
noise since we are comparing measurements for the same
input vectors for the same IC under different time win-
dows. Hence, SensT eSR = �IT

�Inmeas
. The �IT in this case

is the difference in activity within the Trojan circuit at dif-
ferent time windows, since the original circuit will have the
same value of the measured parameter for the same set of
vectors. The only factor which limits the sensitivity of this
approach is the time-varying component of measurement
noise. This can be reduced by performing the measurements
under temperature-controlled test environment with high-
quality test equipment, as done in standard semiconductor
testing facilities in the industry. Moreover, by averaging
measurements over multiple cycles, we can further increase
the sensitivity.

4.4 Role of Scan Chain

In order to improve testability of sequential circuits, test
engineers typically use various “Design for Test” (DfT)
measures such as scan-chain insertion. If the sequential ele-
ments (flip-flops) in the design are implemented as scan
flip-flops and connected in a chain, any value can be loaded
into them in the testing phase, thereby reducing the test gen-
eration problem to that for a combinational circuit which
is much tractable computationally. The degree of testabil-
ity and the associated design overhead provide a trade-off
which causes circuit designers to go for partial scan-based
approaches where only a few selected flip-flops are part of
the scan-chain. If the design is equipped with full-scan, it is
easy to initialize the entire circuit at any particular state from
which the current signature is to be measured. For the state
diagram shown in Fig. 7a it is possible to take the circuit to
the desired state S10 to start the test application procedure
for Trojan detection. However, it must be noted that the eas-
ily identifiable standard test control (T C) signal can be used
by the attacker to disable the Trojan or to synchronize the
Trojan state machine with the test application phase. This
would defeat the purpose of temporal self-referencing as, in
this case, the Trojan current signature would be invariant for
each application of the same test sequence. In order to avoid
this, we need to perform side-channel current signature
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Fig. 7 Test application strategy considering the state transition dia-
grams for a full-scan and b no-scan designs. The example test signa-
ture consists of the average current for vectors I1, I2 and I3 applied
when the circuit is in state S10. Different paths are used to arrive at
state S10 to get same current signature for the golden circuit but dif-
ferent signatures if a Trojan is present and shows some activity for the
particular test set under consideration

measurement in the normal functional mode of the circuit
and not in any easily-identifiable test mode.

However, full-scan designs can still be used to aid in
the test application process for temporal self-referencing.
As shown in Fig. 7a, one of the desired test sequences to
be applied is {V1, V2, V3} starting from the initial state
S10. For each window, we need to compare the current sig-
nature obtained during application of this test pattern for
Trojan detection using temporal self-referencing. For this,
we need to ensure that the Trojan is not at the same state
each time we take the circuit to the state S10. We note that
by using full-scan capability of the design, we can initial-
ize the circuit to different initial states S0, S4 or S13, which
are close to the desired state S10, and then use input vec-
tor sequences obtained from reachability analysis to direct
the circuit to the desired state along different paths. In other
words, scan chain allows one to set the original FSM to
an easily re-initializable (to S10) state. This can reduce the
test time and increase diversity in the re-initialization paths,
thus improving the chance of causing Trojan switching
activity.

There is another constraint on the lengths of the scan-
facilitated initialization paths (e.g. from S0, S4, or S13 to
S10). Suppose the Trojan is of the free-running synchronous

counter type, and it gets reset with the T C signal (in the full-
scan case) or the reset signal (in the no-scan case). In this
case, if the lengths of all scan-facilitated initialization paths
are equal, the Trojan would be at the same state irrespective
of the actual path taken to arrive at Sinit . In that case, the
effect of the Trojan on the overall current signature would
be identical for every run, and temporal self-referencing
would be unable to detect the Trojan. Hence, the length of
the scan-facilitated initialization paths should all be differ-
ent, which would ensure that the Trojan state machine is
at a different state for each of the runs. Ideally, the lengths
of the paths should be mutually prime, which would elimi-
nate the possibility of Trojan FSM state coincidence at Sinit

in different test trials. Hence, the overall set of patterns
required to record a characterization dataset is given by V =
{(Sscan, {Cp}, {Vtest })}, where the set of vectors {Cp} takes
the circuit from state Sscan (set via scan chain) to Sinit , and
|Cp| is mutually prime for different paths p for the same
Sinit .

4.5 DfS for Detecting Transition-Proof Trojans

The effectiveness of TeSR demands the Trojan FSM to start
at a different state in each test trial. To achieve this, MERO
test generation algorithm is applied to maximize switch-
ing activity of Trojan circuitry thus the frequency of Trojan
FSM state transition. However, it is particularly difficult to
make certain types of sequential hardware Trojans to have
captureable transitions as they tend to get stuck in certain
state(s) stably. STG of one such Trojan is provided in Fig. 8.
It can be seen that each state transition towards the final
state requires an input vector from a pre-defined set; upon
any other input vector, the FSM will go back to the initial
state. Since the difficulty of satisfying a rare event sequence
grows exponentially with the length of the sequence, FSM
of this type of Trojans stays in the initial state for most of
the time. Examples of such Trojan are the ones monitoring a
particular input or internal variable sequence, which triggers
the payload effect only when the expected input sequence
is satisfied in consecutive clock cycles, otherwise returns
to the initial state. We name this type of sequential Tro-
jans as Transition-Proof Trojans (TP Trojans). It is difficult
to capture TP Trojans in states other than the initial states.
Therefore, in this case, TeSR will lose the power because
the Trojan FSM, besides the original circuit FSM, also starts
from the same (initial) state in each test trial.

Fig. 8 STG of transition-proof Trojan
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To solve this problem, we propose a Design-for-Security
(DfS) technique which can freeze the original circuit FSM
in any state (provided full-scan-chain) and test the circuit
IDDT signature on a per-cycle basis. The DfS-enhanced
design is illustrated in Fig. 9. The original state elements
of the circuit take inputs from the next-state logic and pro-
duce output to the next-state logic. With the DfS-enhanced
feature, the flip-flops work as usual in normal mode, but
can retain their values in the Trojan detection mode (en=1)
while the next-state logic still switches due to the test vec-
tors applied at primary inputs. Therefore, in the Trojan
detection mode, original circuit switching activity depends
purely on the primary inputs, and consists of only com-
binational switching. Any switching current uncorrelated
with the input vectors must be caused by the Trojan state
elements. This means, if we apply the same input vectors
multiple times and observe different IDDT , we can claim
the existence of sequential Trojans. It is worth noticing that
the attack model assumes trusted RTL, which means Trojan
insertion can only happen in back-end design (in IC lay-
out) or foundries. Our DfS technique will be implemented
in RTL as explained in more details later, a Trojan FSM
will not have the DfS feature to freeze its states. Therefore,
it can still cause different IDDT signatures during multiple
test trials due to its sequential property. In particular, we
expand each MERO test set to an enhanced set VMEROe as
follows:

VMERO = {v1, v2, ..., vm} ⇒ (1)

VMEROe = {v1, v1, v1, v2, v2, v2, ..., vm, vm, vm} (2)

By tripling each test vector in VMERO we could zoom in our
observation by comparing the circuit IDDT cycle by cycle.
In the three cycles when applying vi , IDDT of the second
and third cycles are measured. Since in the first cycle, vi

is applied and next-state logic outputs computation is com-
pleted, when applying vi again in the second and third cycle,
there should not be any switching activity measured. How-
ever, if input vector vi triggers a Trojan state transition, we
should be able to observe non-zero (and different) switching
current either due to Trojan state transition again (e.g. return
to the initial state) or different Trojan combinational logic
switching (because of different FF values serving as Tro-
jan next-state logic inputs). Such “zoom-in” test allows us

to identify TP Trojans. Considering that Trojan state transi-
tions may be only triggered under certain but not all original
FSM states, the above test need be performed for various
original FSM states. The initialization can be realized by
shifting in the desired state values through full-scan-chain,
or by running the circuit under normal mode for certain
deterministic time and assert the Trojan detection enable
signal.

One drawback of directly inserting multiplexers
(MUXes) in the design netlist is that the array of MUXes
renders the enable signal (En) easily visible to attackers who
explore the design layout or netlist. To avoid such expo-
sure, two tricks are employed when implementing the DfS
technique. First, the FSM state freezing is realized during
RTL design phase by modifying the STG to include an arch
from each state to itself. For states that do not have a path
to itself, such path is added with the transition condition of
“En = 1”. For states that already have a path to itself, the
transition condition is altered to “Cond‖En = 1”, where
“Cond = 1” is the original transition condition. Second, a
separate primary input En may be identifiable especially
when appearing repetitively near the flip-flops. Therefore,
we implement a small FSM to activate En with a particular
sequence of input vectors:

seq(Ven1, Ven2, ...., VenN) → En = 1 (3)

where N is the number of input patterns in the sequence.
These input vectors are beyond the functional vector set to
make sure En will not get asserted unintentionally when
the chip is normally functioning. En gets deactivated with
the global reset signal. The entire design modification is
done in RTL hence the enable signal and the MUX logic
will be merged into the next-state logic then mapped to the
designated technology libraries. No DfS signals are left out-
standing and the DfS feature is difficult to detect without a
thorough design reverse engineering.

4.6 Trojan Correlated to the Original FSM

Since the proposed Trojan detection methodology relies
on the assumption that the state transition diagrams of the
Trojan FSM and the FSM of the original circuit are uncorre-
lated, it is important to discuss if a Trojan could be designed
that mimics the original FSM state transitions to a sufficient

Fig. 9 a Flip-flops in original
circuit FSM; b DfS-enhanced
flip-flops.
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extent in order to evade detection. We define the aforesaid
concept of Trojan as “Correlated Trojan”. If the design of
the original FSM is known, a correlated Trojan is easier to
model considering it is mostly a replica of the original FSM
with some additional state transitions that would trigger a
malicious activity. Since it ideally contains all of the original
states and corresponding transition paths, the Trojan is most
likely to be able to return to its original state irrespective of
which state is selected as the initial and re-initializing state
for TeSR. Therefore, TeSR methodology would be unable
to detect such Trojans alone. However, such model of Tro-
jan is extremely unlikely to be inserted for the following
reasons:

1) To be able to design a Trojan that can circumvent
TeSR, an almost equivalent version of the original FSM
is required. Such obligation is completely conflicting with
Trojan design concepts that are followed to evade most of
the traditional Trojan detection methodologies which neces-
sitate the Trojan induced overhead and corresponding side
channel to be extremely limited [9, 21]. Since its unlikely
that an outsider knows what Trojan detection methodology
would be in place, it would be irrational for the attacker to
insert an undisguised Trojan solely to evade TeSR.

2) In order to implement such Trojans the attacker at the
foundry would have to reverse engineer the particular tar-
get FSM from the original design that generally contains
a number of functional blocks and corresponding FSMs.
It has been shown that in the presence of obfuscation or
locking mechanism that prevents IP theft, reverse engineer-
ing would be extremely difficult [12, 38]. If the reversed
design is not absolutely coherent with the original FSM,
the Trojan would be prone to easy detection since, a miss-
ing state or an uncorrelated state transition could cause the
correlated Trojan to traverse different paths in different test
trials.

3) An attacker could attempt to design a low overhead
correlated Trojan by excluding certain states or specific
state transitions of the original FSM. However, unless
those states/transitions are not replaced by some other
states/transitions, the inserted Trojan would not be able to
sync with the original one in different test trials. The mathe-
matically proof supporting the above statement is described
in Appendix B.

4.7 Summary of Test Considerations

In this work, we target the detection of Trojan instances
which affect the transient current signature of a circuit. In
particular, the effectiveness of our approach is due to the
following features:

– Nature of the inserted Trojan: An inserted Tro-
jan instance is sequential in nature, either running
independently (e.g. the binary counter of Fig. 1b), or
triggered by rare events at the internal nodes of the
circuit (e.g. the asynchronous counter of Fig. 1c). An
DfS technique can be adopted to facilitate TeSR in
testing against Transition-Proof Trojans. The proposed
approach needs to be augmented with functional test-
ing approach which is effective for detecting ultra-small
combinational Trojans which do not have time-varying
signature.

– Test application: The circuit can be brought to the same
state multiple times by state transitions along different
paths. Starting from this state, the circuit can then be
made to traverse a pre-determined set of state transi-
tions to produce current signatures that can be used for
comparison.

– Variation of Trojan current signature: The effect of an
inserted Trojan on the current signature varies with the
change in state of the Trojan circuit. Earlier circuit-level
design techniques have been proposed to equalize the
switching currents for all state transitions in CMOS cir-
cuits in the context of securing cryptographic circuits
against power-analysis attacks [43]. However, such cir-
cuits are known to cause over 2X increase in area/power
which can make them easily detectable by simple cur-
rent analysis. Besides, current balancing techniques
suffer from reduced effectiveness under process varia-
tions. Process variation tolerant current balancing cir-
cuits require asynchronous design techniques, which
increases the overhead further [23].

– Elimination of process variation effects and design
marginalities: The effects of both intra-die and inter-
die process variations as well as effects of design
marginalities on the transient current signature depends
solely on the IC instance under test and the set of
state transitions for which the dataset is recorded.
Hence, self-referencing eliminates all effects of process
induced variations and design marginalities on the cur-
rent signature by comparing between multiple datasets
for the same set of state transitions of the same IC
instance.

5 Results

In this section we present the effectiveness of the tempo-
ral self-referencing based validation of sequential Trojans.
We present both simulation as well as measurement results
obtained from FPGA experiments.
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5.1 Test Setup

We used three test circuits to validate the proposed Tro-
jan detection approach: 1) an AES cipher circuit with an
equivalent area of 22,386 two-input NAND gates (i.e ∼ 105

transistors) and about 30 % of the total area contributed by
memory elements, 2) a 32-bit pipelined Integer Execution
Unit (IEU) with 20,775 two-input gates and 3) a 32-bit DLX
processor with a 5-stage pipeline with about 19,338 two-
input gates (mentioned in Section 3). We introduced three
types of sequential Trojan circuits in each of the designs to
investigate the scalability of the approach. The first Trojan
is a k-bit synchronous counter as shown in Fig. 1b, where
k was varied from 1 to 10 bits. The second Trojan is a syn-
chronous Finite state Machine(see Fig. 1c) with 6 flip-flops.
The partial trigger condition is a 9-bit value derived from
the rare-valued internal nodes of the original circuit. The
third Trojan, as shown in Fig. 1d is a Linear Feedback Shift
Register (LFSR) with 20 flip-flops, modeled on the MOLES
Trojan described in [27], which leaks the secret key inside
the AES circuit by modulating a pseudo-random number
generator to assist in side-channel attacks.

All circuits were designed (or obtained from [1]) in Ver-
ilog and synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and
a LEDA library. Circuit simulations were carried out for the
70nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) [35] using the
HSPICE simulator. We used Monte Carlo simulations to
model the effect of inter- and intra-die variations in VT . The
measurement noise from recorded current waveforms (as
explained later in Section 5.3) was characterized to gener-
ate random Gaussian noise in MATLAB, which was used in

Fig. 10 IEU with a 8-bit counter. The two trials of the design without
Trojan is shown in blue (on left) while the one with Trojan is shown
in red (on right). For one of the points, Euclidean distance shows sig-
nificantly higher difference in current within two trials that indicates a
presence of a Trojan

Fig. 11 AES with a MOLES Trojan LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift
Register). Please note the the distance shown for with and without Tro-
jans are shown in different scales (e.g. 10−5 and 10−4) which indicates
a larger difference

our simulations to model the effect of temporal variations.
The test vectors were generated based on the algorithm
described in Section 4.

5.2 Simulation Results

Figure 10 shows the plot of average current over each
clock cycle for a 32-bit Integer Execution Unit (IEU) as the
original design with and without an 8-bit counter as the Tro-
jan. The average current trace (blue for non-infected and
red for Trojan) shows repetition between the two windows
corresponding to the signature, which are highlighted using
the black rectangles. The current signatures for the two win-
dows are superimposed and the difference between the two
signatures are also plotted. It can be clearly observed that

Fig. 12 DLX with a FSM Trojan. Anomaly caused by the Trojan is
very high within two different trials
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Table 1 Difference metric and Test Length for three designs with
three types of Trojan instances

Test Difference Metric (μA)

Length No Trojan Counter FSM LFSR

IEU 752 2.68 47.26 214.30 89.88

AES 1161 3.11 87.09 215.30 78.28

DLX 605 2.96 4.10 33.90 33.63

there is a significant difference in the signatures for the two
windows due to presence of Trojan. Similar waveforms are
plotted for different non-infected and Trojan-infected cir-
cuit combinations in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively. Note that,
unlike existing process calibration approaches, we do not
need to compare the current signature between non-infected
and infected ICs to detect presence of Trojan. The slight
difference in current signatures for the original circuit is
due to measurement noise, which is superimposed on the
supply current waveforms. The noise threshold is obtained
from the measurement data and any difference larger than
that is attributed to the presence of a Trojan. The differ-
ence metric values for the different circuits with different
Trojan instances are shown in Table 1. The difference for a
non-infected IC is also shown for comparison, which falls
within the noise threshold.

Table 1 also lists the test length obtained using our test
vector generation tool, which causes each rare node to go
to its rare value N = 20 times in order to activate arbitrary
combinations of rare nodes, as possible Trojan state tran-
sition conditions. Note that, for ICs containing Counter- or
LFSR-type Trojans, the entire test set need not be applied
for detecting their presence. Next, we insert Trojan counters
of different sizes in the IEU circuit to estimate the sen-
sitivity of the TeSR approach and compare with existing
approaches which perform process calibration. We varied
the Trojan size from 20 bits to 2 bits and the correspond-
ing values of the difference metric are plotted in Fig. 13.
The process calibration technique is modeled using normal-
ization of measured current to estimate the process corner

and reduce it to the nominal value. The uncalibrated process
noise is 1.6 mA, which is reduced to 84.43μA after cali-
bration. Hence, counters of size greater than 14 flip-flops
or equivalent Trojans can be detected by using process cal-
ibration techniques. To further increase sensitivity, we use
the TeSR approach which can detect Trojans having more
than 2 flip-flops and is limited only by measurement noise
of 2.76μA. Any smaller Trojan will activate its malicious
payload in less than 4 cycles and be detected using logic
testing approaches. Note that, since TeSR compares the dif-
ference in Trojan activity over multiple time windows, the
difference metric values are less than the normalized IDDT

metric used in the process-calibration approach.

5.3 Experimental Validation

Hardware validation of the proposed side-channel approach
was performed using an FPGA-platform where FPGA chips
were used to emulate the ASIC scenario. We wanted to
observe the effectiveness of the proposed approach to isolate
the Trojan effect in presence of process variations, when a
golden design and its variant with Trojan are mapped to the
FPGA devices. Such an FPGA-based test setup provides a
convenient platform for hardware validation using different
Trojan types, sizes and even different designs.

The selected FPGA device was Xilinx Virtex-II
XC2V500 fabricated in 120nm CMOS technology. In order
to measure IDDT , we measured the voltage drop across a
sense resistor (0.5�), using high-side current sensing strat-
egy. To increase the accuracy of measurements amidst mea-
surement noise, a custom test board was designed with the
sense resistor connected between the core VDD pins and the
on-board bypass capacitors. A differential probe was used to
measure the voltage waveforms, which were recorded using
an Agilent mixed-signal oscilloscope (100MHz, 2Gsa/sec).
The waveforms were synchronized with a 10 MHz clock
input from the oscilloscope and are recorded over 16
cycles corresponding to a pattern of 16 input vectors. A
“SYNC” signal is used to correspond to the first input
vector in the set, so that the current can be measured for

Fig. 13 Difference Metric for
varying size of a sequential
Trojan inserted in 32-bit IEU
circuit, using TeSR and other
process-calibration approaches
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Fig. 14 Experimental setup
using FPGA-based board and
measured current waveforms for
validating the TeSR approach

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

the same vectors in all cases. The test setup is shown in
Fig. 14.

To observe the effect of measurement noise and other
temporal variations in our simulation results, we used the
characteristics of the noise obtained in real measurements
(see Fig. 14d) to generate random Gaussian noise in MAT-
LAB, which was used in our simulations. Here, we per-
formed measurements for the DLX processor mapped to

different FPGA chips. The varying current signature for
three FPGA chips at different process corners is shown in
Fig. 15. One of the chips contains an 8-bit counter Trojan.
It should be noted that the Euclidean distances drawn for
the two golden dies are shown in microamp scale whereas
for infected die, it is plotted in milliamp scale. It can be
clearly observed that the Trojan-containing instance has a
difference metric which falls above the noise threshold.

Fig. 15 Measurement results
for DLX with 8-bit counter
Trojan. Euclidean distances
drawn for the two golden dies
are plotted in microamp
resolution whereas for infected
die, it is plotted in milliamp
scale. The polarity of the
Euclidean measurement has
been shown to indicate rise and
fall of current
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented TeSR, a hardware Trojan
detection approach aimed at detecting sequential hardware
Trojans, which are a type of Trojans more difficult to isolate
and more capable to perform various malicious functions
compared to their combinational counterparts. The pro-
posed approach provides higher detection sensitivity under
large process noise, and hence is suitable for nanoscale
process technologies.

It facilitates detection of small, rarely-activated sequen-
tial Trojans, which can be extremely difficult to detect
using existing logic testing or side-channel approaches.
The approach leverages on the uncorrelated temporal vari-
ations in transient current signature of sequential hardware
Trojans to isolate their effect from process and measure-
ment noise. By comparing current signature of a chip for
the same input pattern at different time windows, it can
completely eliminate the effects of both die-to-die and
local within-die parameter variations, as well as various
design marginalities, which can cause local deviations in
current signature leading to large number of false pos-
itives/negatives. The proposed approach also eliminates
the need of golden or reference ICs, which are diffi-
cult and highly expensive to obtain. The simulation and
experimental validation results verify that the proposed
method can be very effective in isolating chips with hard-
to-detect sequential Trojans of varying forms and size,
which can easily evade logic testing and other side-channel
approaches.

Appendix A: Reachability Analysis

Algorithm 2 elaborates the reachability analysis, which is
based on breadth-first traversal. S0 is the root state under
consideration. G is the FSM state transition graph (STG)
in adjacency-list representation, in which each edge (corre-
sponding to one state transition) has an associated property
indicating the set of input vectors that can trigger this tran-
sition v(S1, S2). The reason of using adjacency-list instead
of adjacency-matrix representation is that most FSM STGs
are sparse graphs, and adjacency-list representation can also
favor the image computation of each state. Reached stands
for the set of states reachable from S0, which is the goal of
the entire calculation. Frontier represents the current fron-
tier states as the breadth-first traversal proceeds. Function
Img(Si, G) calculates the states that are reachable by Si in
one step, and is defined as follows, where S is the set of
states in G, and E ⊆ S × S is the set of edges in G:

Img(Si, G) = {S′ ∈ S | (Si, S
′) ∈ E} (4)

In fact, the image computation can be easily realized
by looking into the adjacency-list of the root state, as all
the directly reachable states are stored in the same list.
As implied by the name, breadth-first traversal expands
the search uniformly across the frontier, during which the
input vector set dictated by the transition function property
v(S1, S2) is appended to that of the previous path, and the
sequence of input vector sets is associated to each newly
identified reachable state as property Sj · I . The iterative
process is continued until no new states beyond Reached

are experienced, namely Frontier is empty.

Appendix B: Proof of the Impracticality of Low
Overhead Correlated Trojan

Definition 1 A state machine Fo could be expressed as:
Fo = {So : So is the set of states, To : To is the set of
transition paths}

Definition 2 Function P determines the consumed power
during kth clock cycle (or transition) by Fo during a given
test trial due to a transition from state So,i and So,j over the
path To,k .

Powero,k = P

(
So,i

To,k−−→ So,j

)

TeSR checks if for the same To,k , Powero,k is equal in dif-
ferent test trials (i.e. for trial n and n + 1, Powero,k,n =
Powero,k,n+1).
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Definition 3 Function C determines the clock cycles
required to move Fo from state So,i to So,j .

Clocko,k = C
(
So,i → So,j

)

Definition 4 Sin: Initial states in Fo from which MERO
patterns are being applied.

Definition 5 Sre: Re-initializing states in Fo from which
Sin is reached back to initiate the next test trial.

Theorem 1 A TeSR undetectable state machine Fe that is a
correlated version of Fo exists if and only if |Te| ≥ |To| ∨
|Se| ≥ |So|

Proof If |Te| < |To|, assume To − Te = Tx .
To make Fe undetectable: So,in ∈ |Se| and So,re ∈ |Se|.
If Tx ∈ (So,in → So,re), then after Fo and Fe are tra-

versed through path So,in → So,re simultaneously for n

trials:

Clocko,k,n �= Clocke,k,n.

Therefore, we can assume that after Clocko,k , during the
same test trial:

Current State(Fo)n = So,re �= Current State(Fe)n.

Consequently, after Clocko,k in two different test trials:

Current State(Fo)n = Current State(Fo)n+1.

Current State(Fe)n �= Current State(Fe)n+1.

Therefore, Powere,k,n �= Powere,k,n+1.
Furthermore, if |Se| < |So|, assume So − Se = Sx .
Since for any Sx , corresponding Tx(s) exists: it can be

stated that: Powere,k,n �= Powere,k,n+1.
Therefore we have established that if |Te| < |To|∨|Se| <

|So|, state machine Fe would be detected by TeSR.
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